
TRASH TALK: BIG BLUE
V. GOLDEN DOMERS,
OTHER FOOTBALL & F1
Okay, as promised, here is the real Trash Talk
for the weekend. Not sure what other football
games and sports there are after the Geezer’s
debut Thursday night, but I will try to find
some to talk about……

Hey, turns out there is a game in South Bend
today! That’s right Wheelers and Wheelettes,
it’s the Wolvereenies versus the Flighting
Irish. Emptywheel versus Masaccio. Just like
when they had the battle of the unvictorious and
untieds in 2007 – except better! Both teams
appear to be resurgent this year and, all joking
aside, that is good for college football. Bothe
teams come in at 1-0 and are desperate to get to
2-0 to make a run at a prime bowl spot. Michigan
is keyed by Denard Robinson, the super soph
quarterback. Last week against UConn, Robinson
threw for 186 yards and ran for another 197 as
the Wolverines rolled to a 30-10 victory.
Thankfully, after last year’s fiasco, Rich Rod
seems to have seen the light and made Tate
Forcier permanent number two.

Notre Dame seems already to be much more
disciplined and cohesive under new coach Brian
Kelly. Look for QB Dayne Crist to go deep to
Michael floyd, maybe the best receiver in the
country, especially considering Big Blue’s
defensive secondary is beat up. The real test in
this game will be whether Notre Dames defensive
front and linebackers can stop Robinson and
Michigan’s running game. If they do that, Notre
Dame wins, and that is what I expect, although
it should be a pretty good game. If Robinson
gets loose again like last week, however, the
Wolverines will win easy.

There are a lot of other really good games on
the bill too. First and foremost is The U at the
Ohio State Sweatervests. We will see if Jacory
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Harris and the Canes are back enough to nip the
Buckeyes in the Horseshoe. Also, Georgia at
South Carolina, the newly Bowdenless Florida
State Seminoles at Oklahoma, Penn State at Bama,
Oregon at Tennessee and in an unusually early
Pac-10 matchup, Stanford at UCLA. That is a hell
of a lot of really good games.

PROS: The big tilt is of course on Monday night
when Ray Lewis and the Ravens travel to the Jets
Jets Jets and their loud coach and new stadium.
That ought to be really something; two nasty
defenses, both coached up at one point by Rex
Ryan. Revis Island, Bart Scott and Jim Leohnard
along with a solid line provide the Dee in the
Jets’ fence. They will show up. So will Ray
Lewis, although the other superstar ball hawk
for the Ravens, Ed Reed, is out. Really, this
game will come down to how the two offenses
perform. In that category, you have to take the
Ravens all the way with Flacco and Ray Rice over
Mark Sanchez and a worn out LaDanian Tomlinson.
Ravens get the job done

In other key games, the Boys and Romeo visit
McNabb and the Skins. Everybody is high on the
Boys this year, but I dunno. Still McNabb is
banged up, so I will take the Boys this week;
later maybe not so much. Pack at Iggles could be
interesting. If Kevin Kolb is what he has looked
to be in preseason and a couple of games last
year, this might be interesting. Might, but
won’t; Pack easy. Bengals at Pats; if the Bill
Bels can muster any defense at all, they win – I
think they will. I think the Lions at Bears may
actually be pretty interesting just to see what
happens. Lions should be MUCH improved, and who
knows what the hell is up with the Bears, they
could be good or horrible – who knows? I’ll take
the Lions in what I guess is an upset. I saw
some cluck on MSNBC website predict the Texans
will beat the Peyton Mannings; nuh uh, Peyton
scores too much for the Texans. Broncos beat the
Jags, Stillers eke out a win over the Dirty
Birds, Fish beat the Bills, Browns over the
Bucs, Raiders upset the Titans, Eli and the
Gents take the Panthers, Cards beat the Rams,



SeaSquawks somehow over the Niners, and the
Bolts kill the Chiefs.

US Open: Federer pulls one last major win over
Nadal and Kim Clijsters wins another Open over
Vera Zvonareva.

F1 Circus: This weekend the Circus sets down at
the Autodroma Nationale de Monza for the one and
only Italian Grand Prix. Monza is the fastest
circuit on the tour and is a great track that
always provides great racing. Not surprisingly,
fast, good teams go fast at Monza, and so they
did at practice. Sebastian Vettel led the way
for Red Bull followed closely by the two home
town heroes in red, the Ferraris of Alonso and
Massa. The two Mclarens of Hamilton and Jenson
Button followed with Mark Webber trailing with
mechanical difficulties. This is another
critical race with only three points separating
Webber from Hamilton for the driver’s crown and
only one point between Red Bull and McLaren for
the Constructor’s Championship. The big
chattering for the weekend has been over the use
of team orders. FIA hit Feerrari with a $100,000
fine for the incident at Hockenheim. I have no
clue why this is always so shocking in today’s
F1, team orders have been a part of the Circus
for over six decades; that is just the way it is
and the way it is going to be. Ecclestone should
give up the ghost on this one. The race goes off
at 7:30 am EST and 4:30 PST Sunday morning on
SpeedTV.
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